
Interior Designers—
Seattle, San Francisco

Mithun is looking for a hands-on, collaborative Interior Designer to join our team for project typologies 
including creative workplace, educational environments and urban multi-family, affordable and 
student housing. Working at the intersection of architecture, structure and space, our designers’ focus 
is keenly set on the human scale: how people move and interact in space, how the physical 
environment affects well-being and performance, and how the essence of place and materiality 
communicates identity and brand through sensory experience. 

Qualified candidates have 5+ years of Interior Architecture experience, are Revit savvy, graphically 
inclined and accustomed to working within complex teams of architects, consultants and client 
representatives. Interior Designers at Mithun are actively engaged on projects from start to finish - 
heavy concept development to document production and construction administration. Ideal 
candidates practice a concept-based approach to interior design, value and contribute to the 
integration of all design disciplines throughout the design process, are inspirational mentors, have a 
passion for sustainability, a clear commitment to excellence, a high degree of modernist design 
sensitivity and a strong marketing aptitude.

At Mithun, our design has purpose—to create positive change in people’s lives. We are an internationally 
recognized leader in planning and design, with a focus on sustainable performance, human health and 
social equity. Mithun has been recognized with diverse national awards including the AIA Institute 
Honor Award for Interior Architecture, IIDA Interior Design Competition and Interior Design Magazine 
Best of Year Finalist. The firm has received six AIA Committee on the Environment Top Ten Awards, is a 
JUST organization and is ranked among the top firms in the nation by Architect magazine. 

We embrace justice, equity, diversity and inclusion (JEDI) as key expressions of our mission of Design for 
Positive Change. We are committed to promoting JEDI both internally and externally, in our firm 
culture, project work and partnerships. Our goal is not just good intentions but real impact for the 
people, communities and clients we serve.

Visit http://mithun.com/people/careers/ for more information and to submit your qualifications. 
Mithun is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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